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A diagram chasing technique generalizing the ‘two-square’ lemma of homological algebra is ex- 
tended from Mal’cev varieties to Mal’cev categories: regular categories in which all reflexive rela- 
tions are effective. The principal method used is the calculus of relations. The connection with 
Goursat’s Theorem in group theory is discussed. 
Introduction 
Categories of algebras called ‘Mal’cev varieties’ were investigated in [ 131, where 
it was pointed out that they should be suitable for developing some basic tools of 
homological algebra, thus serving as a non-additive generalization of the usual 
category of modules. A Mal’cev variety is a variety of algebras equipped with a 
ternary operation pxyz satisfying the equations pxxz =z and pxzz=x. A famous 
result by Mal’cev [15] asserts that this syntactical condition is in fact equivalent to 
a semantical one, namely that in the category of algebras any two congruence rela- 
tions permute. Equivalent conditions were contained in [lo] and [5], asserting that 
every homomorphic relation is difunctional (see below) and that every reflexive 
homomorphic relation is already a congruence. Examples are modules, groups, 
quasigroups, Heyting algebras and many more. 
Let us also recall that fundamental progress in homological algebra was achieved 
by replacing module categories by arbitrary abelian categories: in carrying out 
homological arguments in this generality one also covers the case of variable coeffi- 
cients in algebraic topology, as Grothendieck had pointed out [8]. It is already clear 
from [13] that, in proving some basic lemmas for Mal’cev varieties, one never uses 
the fact that the category is varietal, but just that the semantical conditions hold. 
This suggests that one should investigate a purely categorical notion, generalizing 
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that of an abelian category, to develop non-additive ‘variable’ homological argu- 
ments. Already Leicht [14] showed that the concept of ‘quasi-exact category’ first 
suggested by Puppe allowed one to include the category of non-abelian groups, for 
which these homological arguments had been proposed in [lo]. However, these 
quasi-exact categories express exactness in terms of zero objects, which are both 
terminal and initial, and they do not include arbitrary Mal’cev varieties. 
The notion we propose here to this purpose turns out to be a simple weakening 
of the notion of an abelian category, the latter being just an exact category which 
happens to be additive (see [ 11). Our notion of a Mal’cev category is that of an exact 
category in which Mal’cev’s semantical condition holds, most readily stated in the 
form proposed by Findlay. Recalling that an exact category is a regular category in 
which every equivalence relation is a kernel pair (‘effective’), we may thus define 
a Mal’cev category as a regular category in which every reflexive relation is effective. 
Note that the notion of ‘Mal’cev category’ is as elementary as that of ‘abelian 
category’; but, in opposition to the latter, it is stable under almost all basic 
categorical constructions (forming comma categories, categories of functors, etc.). 
Moreover, Mal’cev varieties in any exact category are also examples of Mal’cev 
categories. 
In Section 1 we discuss the tool appropriate for proving theorems in Mal’cev 
categories, namely the equational calculus of relations, which can be carried out in 
any regular category. We also investigate some immediate consequences of the 
notion of a Mal’cev category, in particular, the fact that the inf-semilattice of 
equivalence relations satisfies the modular law. In Section 2 we prove the basic 
homological lemma for Mal’cev categories, which had essentially been done for 
Mal’cev varieties in [ 131, and we take advantage of the calculus of relations to 
clarify the exact nature of the hypotheses of the lemma. In Section 3 we illustrate 
its usefulness for diagram chasing by proving the usual ‘Snake Lemma’ for Mal’cev 
categories. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss Goursat’s Theorem in the context of 
Mal’cev categories and show that it holds under more general assumptions. 
1. The calculus of relations in regular categories 
The notion of ‘regular category’ is exactly what is needed to develop the calculus 
of relations as an equational calculus over graphs. A regular category [l] is a 
category & such that 
(1) & is left exact; 
(2) every effective equivalence relation R (i.e. kernel pair) has a coequalizer, 
called the ‘quotient by R’; 
(3) regular epimorphisms are stable under pullbacks. 
Toposes, categories of algebras and abelian categories are all examples of regular 
categories. Moreover, this notion is stable under basic categorical constructions 
such as functor categories, comma categories, etc. 
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A relation R from X to Y is defined as a subobject R %+ XX Y. In a regular 
category, the existence of regular images allows us to define the composite of two 
relations as follows: if S H YX 2 is another relation, their composite SR is the 
image in XxZ of the pullback of R + Y t S. That composition of relations is 
associative follows from (3) above. If we write R : X + Y for R H X x Y, we obtain 
a category Rel(&) of relations of E, whose identities are diagonals X )-t X x X. 
Note that Rel(&) has additional structure: 
(i) a local order preserved by composition (in other words, Rel(&) is a locally 
ordered bicategory), which has finite intersections; 
(ii) an involution (-)” : Rel(&)OP -tRel(&), which is the identity on objects and 
which preserves the local order; 
(iii) an embedding E + Rel(&), which associates with every arrow f: X-t Y in 8 
its graph IfI w Xx Y. However, we shall write f for IfI and call such relations 
‘maps’. 
One nice thing about this structure is that it permits us to give purely algebraic 
proofs of statements about 8, as is shown in the following lemma, the proof of 
which is left as an exercise. 
Lemma 1.1. The following statements hold in a regular category &: 
(1) An arrow R :X -+ Y of Rel(&) is a map if and only if it has a right adjoint 
in the bicategory Rel(&), that is, if and only if R” is a right adjoint of R, which 
simply means that 
RR”<l, R”Rr1. 
(2) Composition with maps on the right distributes over intersection: 
(RnS)f = RfnS 
(3) An arrow f : X+ Y is a mono in R if and only if f “f = 1 and a regular epi if 
and only if ff’ = 1, 
(4) For every relation R : X -+ Y there exists a pair of maps f and g such that 
R = gf”, f “ffIg”g = 1. 
Such a pair is essentially unique and is called a ‘tabulation’ of R. 








in Q is commutative if and only if kh” If “g and a pullback if and only if (h, k) 
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tabulates f “g. In particular, the kernel pair of a map f : X+ Y is a tabulation of the 
relation f “J 
(6) The regular image of a map f : X + Y, viewed as a subobj’ect of Y, is char- 
acterized as a map i such that 
i”i = 1, ii” =ff”. 0 
An obvious question is how to characterize those locally ordered bicategories B 
which have the form Rel(&) for some &, necessarily the subcategory Map(B) of 55’ 
consisting of arrows with right adjoint. Several answers have been given to this ques- 
tion, notably one due to Freyd [6], who gave a characterization in terms of what 
he calls the ‘modular law’: 
(F) RSnTsR(SnROT) 
in addition to other obvious axioms. Further analysis of the modular law was car- 
ried out in [3], where the whole theory of relations was reformulated in more flexible 
terms to cover other classes of examples (order ideals, abelian categories) and with 
due attention to equationality over graphs. 
To illustrate the power of the calculus of relations we shall take a look at Mal’cev 
varieties. As pointed out in the introduction, these are characterized by the fact that 
reflexive homomorphic relations are congruence relations. Now, in the category of 
relations of a regular category &, this last statement is written as follows: 
(M) If l,<R, then R"sR and RRsR. 
We shall consider arbitrary regular categories, not just algebraic categories, satisfy- 
ing axiom (M). We note that this is a left exact statement inasmuch as it does not 
involve regular epis. 
Lemma 1.2. In a regular category, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) axiom (M); 
(2) every reflexive relation is symmetric; 
(3) the composite of two equivalence relations is an equivalence relation; 
(4) composition of equivalence relations is commutative; 
(5) composition of effective equivalence relations is commutative; 
(6) every relation R :X-t Y is difunctional, that is, RR”R = R. 
Proof. (1) * (2) Trivially. 
(2)* (3)15Sf? implies SR=(SR)"=R"S'=RS, hence SRSR=SSRR=SR. 
(3) * (4) Similar to the above. 
(4) * (5) Trivially. 
(5) 3 (6) If R = gf’ is a representation of R, then RR"R =gf “fg”gf’ =gg”gf “ff’ = 
gf’ = R, since f “f and g’g are effective equivalence relations and property (6) holds 
for maps. 
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(6) * (1) If lsR, then RO=lRO1~RR”R=R and RR=RlRrRR”R=R. 0 
Observe that (6) is an equational formulation equivalent to (M). (Except for 
(2) and (5), the equivalence of the above had been obtained by Meisen [16, 171, 
although she assumed unnecessarily that & is exact and has pushouts. However, she 
also proved that under certain conditions, disfunctional relations are the same as 
pullbacks. The implication (2) 3 (1) was also proved by Faro [4].) Furthermore, we 
can prove something about the semilattice of equivalence relations. 
Corollary 1.3. If 8 is a regular category satisfying (M), then the semilattice of 
equivalence relations on any object X of & is a modular lattice. 
Proof. If R and S are equivalence relations on X, then RS = SR is also an equiva- 
lence relation on X such that R IRS and SIRS. If T is another equivalence relation 
on X such that RI T and Ss T, then RSI TTI T, so that RS is the join R US of 
R and S in the semilattice of equivalence relations on X. If R 5 T then, using Freyd’s 
modular law (F), we calculate 
(RUS)nT=RSnTsR(SnR”T) 
<R(SfJT”T)<R(SnT)=RU(Sf7T). q 
2. Mal’cev categories 
All the examples of regular categories mentioned in the previous section have in 
fact an additional property [l]. 
Definition 2.1. An exact category is a regular category in which every equivalence 
relation is effective. 
One can easily show that a regular category 8 is exact if and only if Rel(8) 
satisfies the following axiom: 
(E) For every equivalence relation R there is a map p such that pop = R and 
pp”=l. 
In other words, every equivalence relation, as an idempotent in Rel(E), has a split- 
ting p (which is necessarily a regular epi in F). 
Recalling that an abelian category is an exact category which is additive (see [l]) 
and looking for a non-additive generalization of this notion to develop non-abelian 
homological algebra, we wish to investigate the following: 
Definition 2.2. A Mal’cev category is a regular category satisfying one of the fol- 
lowing equivalent conditions: 
(i) the exactness axiom (E) and the Mal’cev axiom (M); 
(ii) every reflexive relation is effective. 
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Examples of Mal’cev categories are the following: 
(1) the category of models of a Mal’cev theory in any exact category; 
(2) inf-semilattices viewed as ordered categories; 
(3) abelian categories; 
(4) any slice of a Mal’cev category (see [2] for a discussion in the additive case); 
(5) any functor category ~7’ if & is a Mal’cev category. 
We shall put abstract Mal’cev categories to the test by extending to them a basic 
homological lemma, which had been established for Mal’cev varieties in [13]; its 
relevance to classical homological algebra had been discussed in [12]. 
As it turns out, its proof made no essential use of the fact that the category in 
question is varietal, just that it has property (M). A proof in the abstract setting of 
Mal’cev categories will serve to clarify the exact nature of the lemma. 





We shall assume that the two rows are exact in the following sense: 
(I) kerbu) = im(Al,A2), 
which in the category of relations amounts to 
,Lf”p = &A;; 
(II) im(n) = equalizer& pclz>, 
which in the category of relations amounts to 
AA” = I nj.&+ 
Let e: U-, B and i: V+ E be the following arrows in &: 
(a) e = equalizer(pu, P,,D*/?), which in the category of relations is characterized 
ee’ = 1 rl p’,,u~~~ P, e’e = 1; 
(b) i = im(h) fl im(/3), which in the category of relations is characterized by 
ii” = JJ” npp”, i”i= 1. 
Under these assumptions, there will exist a unique arrow h : U+ I/ such that 
ih = be. 
Since i is mono, we must have 
h = ioDe. 
by 
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Let us now assume that 8 is a Mal’cev category and consider the following 
relations: 
(c) if ~‘&“p =P”/~,u”P is the join of the equivalence relations on B given by the 
kernel pairs of ,u and p, let 
be its restriction to CT; 
(d) if im(/U,, /3A,) is the relation on E given by the image of (flA,,/Y&) : A --t E x E, 
which, in the category of relations, may be described as pAiA,“/3’, let 
be its restriction to I! It follows from (I) and (b) that S is a reflexive relation: 
S = i”&“,@“i 2 i”pbOi 2 i”ii”i = 1, 
hence an equivalence relation by (M). 
Since & is exact, we may consider the quotients by these equivalence relations, 
p: U-+ U/R, q : I/+ v/s, 
which are characterized by 
pop = R, pp” = 1; q”q = s, qq” = 1. 
Theorem 2.3. Under the above hypotheses, uppose that either of thefollowing two 
conditions is satisfied: 
(III) there are arrows @,,a2 :A + D such that the two squares below commute: 
(IV) there are arrows yI, y2 : C-t F such that the two squares below commute: 
E -; F: 
P2 
then the arrow h : U+ V induces an isomorphism of the quotients 
k : U/R I* V/S. 
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Proof. The arrow h : U- V induces an arrow k: U/R --t V/S such that kp=qh 
provided 
and then k is uniquely determined as 
k= qhp”. 
This is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.1. As an illustration of the algebraic tech- 
niques provided by the lemma, we will just show that, assuming (*), k= qhp” is an 
arrow in 8. This follows from (1) of the lemma, since 
k”k =ph”q”qhp” zpp” = 1 
and, by (*), 
kk” = qhp”ph”q” = qhRh”q” s qSq” = qq’qq” = 1. 
The arrow k so defined is mono provided k”k< 1, that is, ph”q”qhp” I 1, that is, 
h”q”qh <pop, that is, 
(**I h”Sh 5 R. 
It is a regular epi provided kk” z 1, that is, qhp”ph”q” 2 1, that is, ShRh”S= 
q”qhp”phoqoq~q”q, which by (*) and the transitivity of S is equivalent to 
(***) Shh”S 2 S. 
We must still prove (*), (**) and (***). 
To prove (*) we calculate 
hRh” = i “/lee’/3 o&v”,ueeoj? “i 
5 i”~~“~~“,uUp”i (using ee’ 5 1) 
= i0j3A1A~p0i =S (by (0). 
To prove (**) we calculate 
h”Sh = e”~oii”~,u”,u~“ii”j3e 
5 e0j3 “Pp “@“L3e (using ii” 5 1) 
= e0~0~~0/3,u0~e (using Lemma 1.2) 
= e”po~,uo~e = R. 
The proof of (***) is a bit more elaborate; it uses the alternative hypotheses of 
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the theorem, but not (M). First note that from modularity (F) and its dual we get 
Pee”P” = P(I ~P”P~,“P~B)B” 2 BP” n&k (3 I 
= p/3” flhh” = ii”. 
Moreover, it is easily seen that the composition of coreflexives, that is, relations 5 1, 
is their intersection. (The dual of Mal’cev’s axiom holds in regular categories!) 
Thus, by (b), ii” =AA”pj30. Using these facts, we compute 
Shh”S = i”~~,A~~“ii”~ee”~“ii”~~~~~~oi 
2 i”/3,u”p/3”ii”~,u0~/?“i 
= i”/?~“,@“AA”~p”,u~“i. 
In case (III) we have /3”n I 2, CX; and its dual, hence 
Shh”S I i”~,u”,u~,a~a,A~p”,u~“i 
1 i”P,uopA,A~pop/Ioi 
= i”~p”pA2A~~o,u/3”i 
= i”~(,u”p)3/3”i = i”/Ip”r*j3”i = S. 
In case (IV) we argue as follows: 
Shh”Sr i”j?,u”p~“(1 f7&p~>pp”p/3”i (by (11)) 
= ~“P~“~(P”P~~“~20~~P)~o~Po~ (by Lemma 1.1(2)) 
= ~“~~“~(P”P~~“~y,“~,~)~“~~“~ (by (IV)) 
= i”P~“(~(~P”Pfl” 0 ~20~I)~~0i (by (F)) 
= ~“P(~“~up”P~“~~no~y,“~~~)~o~ (by Lemma 1.1(2)) 
= ~“P(~“~P”P~“~~~p”~u,“~u,~)~“~ (by (IV)) 
= i”(P~“~P”P~“k@” %&4)i (by (F)) 
= i”~~“(~~“)“~~“(~~“)“i~i”~~~~i (by Lemma 1.1(2)) 
1 i”/3,u”(/3p”)“irTi0&p1i 
= i”/jp”pp”i = S 
since 
Pr*“pcrP”i 5 i”p,%yPfiii (by (IV)) 
i i”,uUpp,i 
= i”&pli. 
Observe that in case (IV) we used only the exactness of the bottom row, while in 
case (III) we had used the exactness of the top row. Actually, in the latter case, only 
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half of (III) was required, since commutativity with ai suffices; the exactness of 
the top row implies the other commutativity. 0 
3. The Snake Lemma 
In this section we shall demonstrate the usefulness of Theorem 2.3 for diagram 
chasing. First we shall point out that, under certain circumstances, U/R and V/S 
are particularly easy to calculate. 
Remark 3.1. Under the hypothesis preceding Theorem 2.3, 
(i) if j3 is a regular epi and p is mono, U/R is isomorphic to the source of the 
equalizer of pl and p2; 
(ii) if j3 is mono and A is a regular epi, V/S is isomorphic to the target of the co- 
equalizer of A, and AZ. 
Proof. (i) Let pe=!c.s, where K is mono and E is a regular epi. Then 
KK’ = KEEOKO =PEE’P’ =p(l f7j3°~~~lp)Po (by (a)) 
= w n&4 (by (F)) 
= 1 m&4 (since j3 is epi). 
Therefore K is the equalizer of ,u, and ~2. 
Now p : U-, U/R is the coequalizer of R =$ U, where 
R = e”PoPpoIue (by (c)l 
= e”,u’,ue (since p is mono). 
Thus R =f U is the kernel pair of pe = KE, and therefore p is the ‘coimage’ of be, 
namely E. Hence U/R may be identified with the target of E, that is, the source of K. 
(ii) Recall from (b) that the mono i is characterized by 
ii ’ = AA” fl /I@” = j?p” (since A is a regular epi), 
hence we may put V=B and i=p, since p is mono. Therefore, by (d), 
Hence q : V+ V/S is the coequalizer of At and A2. 0 
Next, we shall extract from Theorem 2.3 what is most useful for diagram chasing. 
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Corollary 3.2. In any Mal’cev category, consider the diagram 
A_BB-C 
II 0) i (2) ii 
D-E: F 
and assume that top and bottom rows are exact and that the two squares on the left 
and the two squares on the right commute. Then 
Im (1) G Ker (2), 
where Im (1) is the intersection of the images of B + E and D + E module the 
equivalence relation which is the restriction to it of the image of A =t E and Ker (2) 
is the equalizer of B=$ F module the restriction to it of the equivalence rela- 
tion which is the join of the equivalence relations given by ker (B -+ E) and 
ker (B -+ C). 0 
This is just a restatement of the isomorphism V/S= U/R of Theorem 2.3 under 
slightly stronger assumptions. But note that Im (1) depends only on the two squares 
(1) and is symmetrical about their main diagonal, while Ker (2) depends only on the 
two squares (2) and is symmetrical about their main diagonal. We may exploit this 
observation in chasing squares along ‘staircases’, as in the proof of the following, 
usually called the ‘Snake Lemma’. 
Proposition 3.3. In any Mal’cev category consider the following diagram in which 
all double squares commute and all rows and columns are exact: 
I - J. 
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Assume that D + E and F-t I are regular epis and that F+ G are monos. Then there 
exists an arrow B + I so that A 3 B --t I s J is exact. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, we have 
Im (1) z Ker (2) G Im (3) z Ker (4), 
so we obtain an arrow B-Z as follows: 
B --f Im (1) E Ker (2) F+ I, 
where B -+ Im (1) is the coequalizer of A s B and Ker (2) -+ I is the equalizer of I=! J. 
It follows from this last assertion that 
is exact; but to show the exactness of 
A=tB-I 
requires a little more. While it follows from the above that, if we factor 
A-++A’ttBxB, 
then the arrows A’ =t B have as coequalizer B -+ Im (1); but to see that they are the 
kernel pair of the latter, hence of B +I, we first have to check that the image 
A’ tt B x B of A + B x B is an equivalence relation: 
im(Al,A2) = AlA,“=/3”j?A,A,“/3”p (since p is mono) 
= P”Aa,a2”A”~ (since (1) commutes) 
=p”A~“SA”p (by exactness of second column) 
1 p”nA0j3 (since 6 is a map) 
= pop= 1, 
since A is a regular epi and j3 is mono. The result to be proved now follows from 
(M). 0 
4. Goursat’s Theorem 
The original proof of Corollary 3.2 for groups [l l] was based on a classical 
isomorphism theorem due to Goursat [7] and the same argument was used in [13] 
in the context of Mal’cev varieties. We will show that Goursat’s Theorem still holds 
in Mal’cev categories, in fact, in a wider class of categories. 
Let & be an exact category and R : X+ Y a relation in R. The domain of R is the 
map i : U + X such that 
i”i= 1, ii” =lflR”R 
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and the image of R is the map j: V-t Y such that 
j”j= 1, jj” = 1 fl RR”. 
Lemma 4.1. With the above notation, the restriction R = i” R” Ri of R”R to U is 
an equivalence relation if and only tf 
R”RR”R I R”R, 
and the restriction S=j”RR”j of RR” to V is an equivalence relation under the 
same condition. 
Proof. Both R and s are easily seen to be symmetric and reflexive. Now, from the 
modular law (F), we obtain 
R = R(l r-l R”R) = (1 n RR”)R, 
from which it easily follows that the transitive law is equivalent to the given con- 
dition. 
Note that the condition of the lemma is in fact an equation (we have replaced R 
by R”): 
(G) RR” RR” = RR”, 
since the other inclusion is always true. Of course, (G) holds in any Mal’cev category 
and we claim that it is the only condition needed to prove Goursat’s Theorem. 
Proposition 4.2. Let & be an exact category satisfying axiom (G) and let R : X+ Y 
be a relation in E. Then, if R and S are the equivalence relations defined above, R 
induces an isomorphism of the quotients: 
Proof. Let p : U+ U/l? and q : V + V/s be the projections onto the quotients and 
recall that p and q are determined by 
pop = R, ppO=1; q”q = S, qq”=l. 
Define Q : U/R + V/S as 
Q = qj”Rip”. 




=pi”R”(l n RR”)RR”(l rl RR”)Rip” 
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=pi”R”RR”Rip” 
= pi'R"Rip" = ppp” = pp’pp’ = 1. 
The proof that QQ’ = 1 is similar. 0 
The proof of Corollary 3.2 in [13] was based on an application of Goursat’s 
Theorem to the relation R : B + E defined by R = P,D O,D n pyp2 /I, but also made use 
of the fact that the join of two congruences R and S is RSR. This has now been 
shown to hold in any exact category satisfying (G) by Pedicchio and Kelly. The same 
proof could have been carried out in the present abstract setting. However, 
Goursat’s theorem was also used to prove other classical results, like the Zassenhaus 
Lemma, and these arguments carry over to the abstract situation of an exact cate- 
gory satisfying (G). The existence of non-trivial exact categories satisfying axiom 
(G) but not axiom (M) is known (e.g. [9]) and motivates the notion of ‘Gout-sat 
category’. This notion would comprise a bigger class of categories than the Mal’cev 
categories studied here, where some classical results of group theory would still be 
true. 
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